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Black Label Series
High Performance AEROSOLS
Formulated For The Industrial Market
Pioneers In Aerosol Products
(SP284) D1 Foaming All Purpose Cleaner
Water based industrial strength foaming cleaner that deodorizes
as it cleans. Fast acting, it is suitable for a wide range of
applications.
(SP285) D2 Solvent Degreaser
Heavy-duty non-chlorinated degreaser. Does not contain
tetrachloride or silicones.
(SP286) D3 Citrus Degreaser
This heavy duty, natural citrus degreaser is non-chlorinated. Use
it to replace products containing acetone, trichloroethylene, butyl
cellosolve and other chlorinated solvents.
(SP288) L1 Penetrant-Lubricant
This product cleans, protects, lubricates and displaces moisture
without leaving a sticky residue. An excellent corrosion
preventative.
(SP290) L2 Moisture Displacer Deep Penetrant
Moisture displacer specially formulated to penetrate into the
smallest areas to clean and lubricate. Non-conducting up to
45,000 volts.
(SP289) L3 Moly PTFE Lubricant
A PTFE formulated lubricant that seals out moisture and provides
a barrier film that inhibits corrosion.
(SP294) G1 Premium Gold Grease
Premium gold grease with superior coating ability. This product
delivers excellent lubrication and prevents corrosion, while
extending life of operating equipment.
(SP291) M1 Moly Chain & Cable Lube
Chain & cable lubricant that provides superior penetrating action
to free rusty nuts, bolts and screws.
(SP292) S1 NSF Food Grade Silicone
This release agent and lubricant remains dry and is non-staining,
non-corrosive and suitable for a variety of uses.
(SP287) C1 Penetrating Coil Cleaner
This dual quat foaming coil cleaner effectively flushes
contaminants out of coils as it deodorizes.
(SP293) P1 Precision Contact Cleaner

Safe for use on most plastics, this contact cleaner displaces
moisture as it cleans, penetrates and loosens corrosion.
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SP284
ALL PURPOSE
CLEANER
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This industrial strength foaming cleaner
is excellent for use on metal parts,
motors, equipment, most plastics, tools,
workbenches, and many other hard
surfaces.
This water-based formula cleans as it
deodorizes. A non-abrasive, fast acting
cleaner for a wide range of cleaning
applications. Breaks up grease & grime.

L1 is a multi-purpose lubricant and protectant that loosens rust
and corrosion making it easy to separate parts where there
is metal to metal contact. Formulated with corrosion inhibitors
to protect metal surfaces. This product cleans, protects,
lubricates and displaces moisture without leaving a sticky
residue.
Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 15 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00288 2
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 19 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00284 4
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.
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SP285
SOLVENT
DEGREASER

This value added heavy duty degreaser
is an economical alternative to 1,1,1 and
chlorinated solvents. For use on metal
parts for degreasing oils, grease, and soil.
High flow - no residue - quick dry formula.
Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 14 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00285 1
Packaged: 12 cans
Required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.
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SP286
CITRUS
DEGREASER

The D3 is a natural citrus degreaser that
attacks oil, grime, grease, tar and various
other contaminants on hard surfaces.
Use this product on metal parts, concrete,
glass, and other surfaces. Leaves little or
no residue. Works instantly while it leaves
a clean citrus
Can Size: 20 Oz.
scent.
Net Wt.: 15 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00286 8
Packaged: 12 cans
Required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

SP288
LUBRICANT
PROTECTANT

Choose from

THREE

super quality

LUBRICANTS

that work to
inhibit corrosion.
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SP290
MOISTURE DISPLACER
DEEP PENETRANT

A penetrating lubricant that
is specially formulated to penetrate rusted
or frozen nuts and bolts. The L2
displaces moisture while it penetrates
Can Size:
into the smallest areas to clean
Net Wt.:
and lubricate. Saves production,
UPC
No.:
maintenance and repair time as it
Packaged:
protects and preserves equipment.
Retards corrosion while it displaces
moisture.
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20 Oz.
20 Oz.
0 41911 00290 5
12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

SP289
MOLY PTFE
LUBRICANT

The L3 lubricant is formulated with PTFE and fortified with
Moly to provide long lasting lubricant and protection from
friction, wear and corrosion. This
Can Size: 20 Oz.
fast acting moisture displacer is
Net Wt.: 15 Oz.
temperature resistant to 500°F.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00289 9
Its light viscosity allows for deep
penetration into hard to reach
Packaged: 12 cans
moving parts.
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.
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SP287
PENETRATING
COIL CLEANER

This penetrating coil cleaner has a
delayed foaming action to allow
the non-acid, non-chlorniated,
alkaline surfactant package to
attack dirt, grime, soil, deposits
and contaminants. The dual
quat foaming action expands
and flushes contaminants out of
coils as it deodorizes
drain pans. Reaches
hard to get areas and
reduces overspray.
Use this product on:
Evaporators, condenser
coils, HVAC units, metal
filters, fan blades, etc.
Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 19 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00287 5
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.
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SP291
MOLY CHAIN &
CABLE LUBRICANT

A chain & cable lube that provides
superior penetrating action to rollers,
pins, links and bushings of chains. The
M1 leaves a lubricating film which
reduces friction, wear and corrosion.
When applied to wire ropes and
cables, the Moly and other additives
plate the strands to provide anti-wear
and rust protection.
The M1 forms a
lubricating film that
cannot be wiped away
by extreme pressure or
high speeds.
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SP293
PRECISION
CONTACT CLEANER
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P1 precision contact cleaner is safe to use
on most plastics. Leaves no residue and
evaporates quickly. Perfect for cleaning
electronic equipment, printed circuit
boards, switches, telephones, PCs, edge
connectors, tape heads, etc.
•Cleans, lubricates, penetrates and loosens
corrosion
•Prevents corrosion by displacing moisture

Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 15 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00291 2
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 13.5 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00293 6
Packaged: 12 cans
Required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

SAFE, EASY-TO-USE, LOW-COST
These Premium Industrial Products will
extend the life, and increase the operating
efficiency, of your equipment.
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SP292
SILICONE SPRAY

•Excellent release agent and lubricant
for all surfaces.
•Remains dry and is non-staining

SP294
PREMIUM
GOLD GREASE

This premium gold grease delivers
excellent lubrication and prevents
corrosion while extending
the life of operating
equipment. The G1 is
fortified with extreme
pressure (EP) additives
to withstand extreme
temperatures and
extreme conditions, with
a Timken Load “OK”
value of 65 lbs.

This light duty silicone spray is
non-staining, non-corrosive, and quick
drying. A versatile dry silicone suitable
for a variety of uses. The S1 will not
leave a film.
The S1 Silicone Spray may be used
on machinery where there may be
incidental food contact by following the
provisions of the FDA regulations
in 21 CFR 178.3570 and 178.3530.
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Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 11 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00292 9
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

Can Size: 20 Oz.
Net Wt.: 13 Oz.
UPC No.: 0 41911 00294 3
Packaged: 12 cans
Not required to be labeled as
flammable per 16 CFR 1500.

COMPANY INFO:

Sprayway, Inc. has been committed to providing quality
pressurized chemistry since 1947.
With the introduction of the BLACK LABEL SERIES Industrial Line
we continue with our industry leading stewardship of
developing new products that strike a balance between
high-quality, high-performance products, while complying
with stringent statutory and regulatory requirements.

REGULATORY SPECS:

All 11 Industrial Products comprising the BLACK LABEL SERIES:
▪Comply with all VOC regulations in CARB, OTC
and LADCO states
▪Contain NO Ozone Delepleting Compounds
▪Aerosol cans and plastic overcaps are 100%
recyclable
▪Contain NO CFC's

PRODUCT LINE:

D1
D2
D3
C1
L1
L2
L3
M1
S1
P1
G1

Foaming All Purpose Cleaner
Solvent Degreaser
Citrus Degreaser
Penetrating Coil Cleaner
Lubricant Protectant
Moisture Displacer/Deep Penetrant
Moly PTFE Lubricant Protectant
Moly Chain & Cable Lubriant
Silicone Spray
Precision Contact Cleaner
Premium Gold Grease

SPRAYWAY, INC.
1005 Westgate Drive
Addison, IL 60101
630.628.3000
800.332.9000
Fax: 630.543.7797
www.spraywayblack.com
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